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We present the vibrational spectra of polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fibers collected using inelastic neutron
scattering. We ascertain the behavior of a broad range of vibrational spectra that are optically silent, and demon-
strate a direct connection between these modes and thermomechanical properties of the fibers. We show di-
rectionally dependent coupling of hydrogen in the carbon fiber matrix, which is directly linked to mechanical
properties. Further, we show hydrogen preferentially couples to the midband of the vibrational spectrum, and
that there are higher overall mode populations in the traditional Raman D–G intervalley region, suggesting
involvement of these modes in tensile strength reduction and transport properties.

I. INTRODUCTION1

With their high strength-to-weight ratio, carbon fibers are2

actively sought as replacements for steel in many industrial3

applications. Carbon fiber microstructure can be described4

as connected graphitic subunits interspersed with defects and5

voids from the manufacturing process1,2. Manufacture of6

high-performance carbon fibers involves polymerization of a7

carbon-laden precursor with additional comonomers to ob-8

tain polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fibers, which are then stabilized9

in oxygen up to 300 ◦C and carbonized/graphitized up to10

3,000 ◦C, often resulting in turbostratic end products. Cur-11

rent state-of-the-art high tensile strength carbon fibers have12

strengths registering about 5 GPa, despite the theoretical limit13

being estimated as high as 70 GPa3–7. Improving the ten-14

sile strength is thought to be driven by a decrease in overall15

defect concentration of the materials, with the highest ten-16

sile strength being achieved in defect-free, perfectly aligned17

graphene sheets. Substantial effort has been poured into pro-18

cess optimization for given parameters, in particular optimiza-19

tion of precursors, tensioning during the production process,20

oxidation, and graphitization conditions, but conditions de-21

signed to improve overall graphitic alignment result in higher22

stiffness, lower strength fibers4,5.23

Raman spectroscopy has traditionally been carried out on24

carbon-bearing materials to quantify the microstructure and25

impact of defects on the material8–19. The first order Raman26

spectra of carbon comprises the region between about 1,10027

and 1,800 cm−1 and shows dominant D1 and G peaks near28

1,350 and 1,580 cm−1, respectively. The G band is related29

to the sp2 bonded carbon atoms and is due to the doubly de-30

generate E2g peak at the Brillouin zone center, whereas the D131

band is defect related, arising from a complex interaction with32

the electron band structure near the K point15. Because of this33

coupling mechanism, the D1 peak is dispersive with incident34

energy20. Additional peaks have been reported in this region,35

including the D2, D3, and D4 peaks near 1,620, 1,500, and36

1,100 cm−1, respectively21. The Raman spectral parameters37

have been used to establish correlations with crystallite size,38

strain, and mechanical properties (e.g., see10,17,22–27), and we39

recently demonstrated that the mechanical properties are most40

closely related to the D1 spectral parameters21.41

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) has also42

been used to study carbon fiber structural features, but FTIR43

is significantly more sensitive to commercial coatings (i.e.,44

sizings) applied to carbon fibers, and reliable spectral infor-45

mation is relatively sparse for pure carbon fibers. This is46

in part because graphene is optically silent to FTIR, while47

graphite yields a relatively limited FTIR response28,29. The48

available reliable data of carbon fibers exhibits a number of49

weak, broad features in the 800–1,800 cm−1 range, the inten-50

sity of which are substantially dependent on the experimen-51

tal configuration30–32. Other observations are available in the52

literature but deal directly with the functional groups made53

available by surface coatings or oxidative procedures.54

Although optical vibrational spectroscopies are a power-55

ful probe for microscopic surface chemical characterization56

of materials, they are governed by electronic state transitions57

that restrict access to certain vibrational modes via the elec-58

tronic state transition selection rules, and thus are inferential59

for many studies of the lattice dynamics of carbon materials.60

Additionally, experimental information on the spectral prop-61

erties of carbon fibers are severely limited below 400 cm−1
62

which is due to the required experimental effort to extend be-63

low this limit on standard benchtop equipment.64

Time-of-flight thermal neutron scattering allows bulk inter-65

rogation of the structure and dynamics of materials across a66

wide range of length and time scales in the absence of se-67

lection rules governing other optical spectroscopies. The lat-68

tice information available to optical spectroscopies is gener-69

ally limited to coherence information over relatively long dis-70

tances (hundreds of unit cells) within a sample, but neutron71

scattering can probe inter-cell correlations. Further, neutrons72

do not strongly interact with materials, making them non-73

perturbative for sample structure interrogations.74

Here we present inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectra75

of carbon fibers using thermal neutrons, collected using the76

vibrational spectrometer VISION33,34 at the Spallation Neu-77

tron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. We probe78

the inelastic neutron spectrum of four commercially available79

PAN-based carbon fibers to investigate the vibrational dynam-80

ics of the bulk material in the absence of scattering selec-81

tion rules from optical spectroscopies. We contrast these re-82

sults against the values of the vibrational spectra of polycrys-83

talline graphite34 and available spectroscopic information for84

graphite from neutron35,36 and inelastic x-ray scattering37,38.85

We present evidence of carbon–hydrogen substitutional de-86

fects that preferentially couple to the D–G intervalley region87

and observe a direct dependence of bulk thermomechanical88
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Sample Mod. (GPa) Str. (GPa) κl (W/cm-K) α (10−6) ρe (mΩ−cm) ρl (g/m) Cp (J/gm-K)
T700 230 4.90 9.4 -0.388 1.6 1.8 0.752
IM-7 276 5.65 5.4 -0.64 1.5 1.78 0.878
T1000 294 6.37 10.5 -0.6 1.4 1.8 0.752
IM-10 310 6.96 6.14 -0.7 1.3 1.79 0.88

TABLE I. Manufacturer-provided thermomechanical properties of fiber samples used in the experiment.

properties on hydrogen content.89

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS90

Carbon fiber samples used in the study were high-91

performance fibers from Toray (T700, T1000) and Hexcel92

(IM-7, IM-10), all derived from polyacrylonitrile (PAN) pre-93

cursors. The bulk moduli and tensile strengths of the fibers94

ranged from 230 to 310 GPa and from 4.9 to 6.96 GPa, re-95

spectively. Manufacturer-provided thermophysical and me-96

chanical data are presented in Tab. I. Representative Raman97

spectra are shown in Fig. 1, and show a decreasing D1 peak98

position and a decrease in interband intensity with increasing99

fiber modulus.100
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FIG. 1. Raman spectra of each carbon fiber acquired with a 100X ob-102

jective and 532 nm excitation wavelength. The width and amplitude103

of the D1 peak near 1350 cm−1 decreases substantially with increas-104

ing modulus; see21 for a more detailed discussion. The changes of105

the D1-peak may be correlated with hydrogen defects observed in106

the present work.107

The IM-7, IM-10, and T-1000 fibers were all exposed to the108

neutron beam without removing the material sizing, while the109

T700 fiber was obtained from the manufacturer unsized. The110

sizing was not removed because the removal process involves111

volatile solvents and may leave hydrogenous residue on the112

sample surfaces that would complicate the measurement be-113

cause of the strong incoherent neutron scattering cross section114

of hydrogen. Nonetheless, the material sizing appears to be of115

little consequence for the measured neutron scattering signal,116

likely because the sizing is only applied as a narrow surface117

layer and is thus an insignificant fraction of the total measured118

sample.119

Fiber tows were wound (without twisting) onto 50 × 50 ×120

1 mm 6061 aluminum plates and were affixed with aluminum121

wire and overwrapped with aluminum foil. Fiber samples122

were then mounted in a closed cycle cryostat on the VISION123

spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source. VISION is a124

high-flux backscattering spectrometer capable of measuring125

vibrational spectra along two Q trajectories33,39. Here, we126

only show the results obtained from the high Q detector with127

Q = 2.2 Å−1 for the measured energy. In addition to the inelas-128

tic detectors, the instrument possesses diffraction detectors to129

measure static structure contributions.130

As neutron scattering samples different portions of the131

phonon band structure depending on the sample orientation132

relative to the neutron beam40, we elected to use different ori-133

entations of the fibers to the incident beam to assess the effect134

of incident beam orientation on the sample scattering.135

To first order, by using distinct orientations, we can dis-136

tinguish contributions from axial and radial alignment of the137

graphitic subunits and sample dynamics from different por-138

tions of the crystal structure34. Although substantial amounts139

of disorder are present in the carbon fiber materials3,4, the140

manufacture process employs a consistent tension along the141

fiber axis at all production points, which preferentially orients142

the graphitic units relative to the axis of the carbon fibers1,4.143

Thus, we proceed with the assumption of relative alignment144

of the graphitic units along the fiber axis.145

The two scattering conditions examined were with the in-146

cident beam parallel to the plane normal of sample plate (de-147

noted k⊥

i ) and with the incident beam 75 degrees from the148

plane normal of the sample plate (denoted k75
i ). The k75

i149

configuration struck a balance between background and sig-150

nal. The distinction between the experimental configurations151

is such that the k⊥

i configuration is sampling the plane per-152

pendicular to the graphitic planes, while the k75
i configuration153

is sampling more in-plane of the carbon units. All scattering154

studies were conducted at 5 K to minimize contributions from155

thermal vibrations. Data sets on the T700 fiber were taken for156

reduced time at 300 K in both the k⊥

i and k75
i configuration.157

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION158

Figure 2 plots the raw neutron diffraction patterns, and the159

inset shows the background-subtracted data near 2 Å; the full160

background-subtracted spectrum is shown in the appendix.161

The aluminum peaks are of comparable intensity as the pri-162

mary peaks resulting from the carbon fibers and the sharp163

peaks and dips in the background-subtracted data result from164
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FIG. 2. Raw diffraction intensity overplotted with the background from the aluminum sample holder for the (a) k75
i and (b) k⊥

i configuration.
The black dashed line shows the position of the peak that was used to normalize the inelastic neutron scattering data. Inset: background-
subtracted data near 2 Å. All INS spectra were normalized to the peak height near 2 Å.

an imperfect background subtraction of the Bragg peaks of the165

aluminum mount. Given the substantial turbostratic disorder166

in the carbon fiber system, the peaks are quite broad, and a hy-167

brid crystalline-amorphous character is seen to very low val-168

ues of d. The peak near 2 Å is broadened considerably in the169

k⊥

i configuration compared to k75
i suggesting that larger crys-170

tallites are found in the out-of-plane direction of the carbon171

fibers. This observation is consistent with the general expec-172

tation that the crystallites are preferentially aligned along the173

fiber axis, likely due to the constant tension applied during174

manufacture. Unfortunately, the imperfect background sub-175

traction, amorphous contributions and material texture pre-176

clude further quantitative analysis on the structural data.177

Incident beam slits were used to reduce the size of the neu-178

tron beam to 30 × 30 mm. The total mass illuminated by the179

neutron beam is less than the total mounted mass (∼1–3 g)180

and dependent on the effective size of the slit and the rela-181

tive orientation of the beam and sample. To account for the182

distinct masses measured for each fiber and configuration, the183

presented INS data is normalized to the peak amplitude of the184

diffraction peak near 2 Å. The background near this peak was185

estimated from the average value from d = 2.5–2.6Å, and the186

peak height was selected as the maximum value near the peak.187

Although peak fitting would be preferable to extract the ex-188

act peak height, the background subtraction of the aluminum189

plate results in peaks that are poorly fit with traditional peak190

shapes.191

Here, we are primarily concerned with the dynamical sus-192

ceptibility, χ
′′

(Q,E), which is a temperature-independent193

view of the system dynamics, removing effects from thermal194

population of the phonons. χ
′′

(Q,E) is derived from the dy-195

namical structure factor, S(Q,E), following:196

χ
′′

(Q,E) = (1− exp(−E/kBT))S(Q,E), (1)

where E is the energy transfer, kB is the Boltzmann constant,197

and T is the temperature of the measurement.198

Results depicting χ
′′

(Q,E) for all fibers at 5K are shown in199

Fig. 3. The background derived from the aluminum sample200

holder has been subtracted and the dominant contributions are201

only present up to the cutoff excitation energy for phonons202

in aluminum (40 meV, or 320 cm−1). All data sets show a203

prominent feature near 100 cm−1; this peak is an artifact from204

the experiment setup, but it also overlaps with the low energy205

optical mode of graphite35,37.206

First, we compare literature data collected on polycrys-207

talline graphite34 against the data from the carbon fibers. The208

data from polycrystalline graphite show substantive differ-209

ences from the fiber materials, some of which may be due210

to the polycrystalline nature of the graphite powder versus211
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FIG. 3. INS spectra of carbon fibers collected in the (a) k75
i and (b) k⊥

i configurations. The data are background subtracted, corrected for
the thermal occupation factor, and normalized to the diffraction peak near 2 Å. The constant background is not subtracted to highlight the
incoherent scattering arising from hydrogen. The solid black lines correspond to the total fit for each spectrum and the dashed curves correspond
to the fit components of the IM10 spectra. The vertical black dashed lines denote peaks discussed qualitatively, and the grey dot-dashed lines
denote peaks discussed quantitatively in Fig. 4. The peaks highlighted near 800-900 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 correspond to C–H bending modes.
The solid red line corresponds to data obtained from polycrystalline graphite and is reproduced from34.

the carbon fibers comprised of highly oriented graphitic units.212

The peak observed near 250 cm−1 corresponds to the trans-213

verse and longitudinal modes of the graphitic subunit and is214

seen in the graphite and carbon fiber data. However, the215

peak near 440 cm−1 is substantially diminished in the car-216

bon fiber data. The intensity dip in the region near 550 cm−1
217

observed in graphite is preserved for the carbon fibers, but218

additional modes are observed in the intensity gap between219

850 and 1,100 cm−1. Additional differences are observed in220

the relative ratio of the peaks at 1,100 cm−1 to the peak near221

1,500 cm−1. Of note in both the graphite and the carbon fiber222

materials is the relative weakness of the peak near 1,580 cm−1
223

corresponding to the C–C stretching modes of the carbon nets.224

This peak is relatively constant in the graphite data, and of sig-225

nificantly reduced intensity in the fiber data.226

Next, we compare the distinct carbon fibers. In both config-227

urations, the modes in the region of 250–300 cm−1 are poorly228

fit with standard peak shapes; thus we decline to quantitatively229

discuss their widths or precise positions at this point. Quali-230

tatively, the peak positions are higher in energy for the lower231

strength fibers, and the broadest distribution in the peak width232

is seen in the T700 fiber. Phonon linewidths are directly impli-233

cated in the thermal conduction mechanisms, with large con-234

tributions to overall phonon scattering mechanisms driving the235

overall lattice thermal conductivity41. Consequently, the be-236

havior of these modes roughly tracks that shown in Tab. I.237

Above 2,000 cm−1, the spectra reveal a broad peak near238

3,000 cm−1. In carbon-based systems, peaks in this region239

correspond to C–H stretch modes, and based on previous240

works29 we assign this mode as such. This peak is readily241

identified in all spectra and decreases in amplitude with in-242

creasing fiber modulus. In both configurations, this peak po-243

sition shifts considerably for distinct fibers. Previous work on244

activated carbon fibers demonstrated that distinct C–H termi-245

nations result in distinct peak positions and intensities, which246

may explain the peak shifts observed in the present work42.247

The greatest distinctions in spectra between fibers is ob-248

served in the 800–1,800 cm−1 spectral region. In the k75
i con-249

figuration, the two strongly overlapping peaks near 900 cm−1,250

as well as the well-separated peaks near 1,200 and 1,400 cm−1
251
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are blunted with increasing fiber modulus. Additional peaks252

are observed in this region, though they do not show an obvi-253

ous dependence on fiber type. In the k⊥

i configuration, three254

strongly overlapping peaks between 800 and 950 cm−1 and255

two peaks near 1,200 and 1,500 cm−1 dominate the spectral256

region between 800 and 1,800 cm−1. These peaks decrease257

in amplitude with increasing fiber strength, though the three258

peaks near 900 cm−1 are difficult to discern in the higher259

modulus fibers. For both configurations, the overall peak in-260

tensity near the 1,400 cm−1 peak likely arises from the K-261

point optical phonon mode28,35,37, which is believed to be at262

least in part responsible for the D peak origin in the Raman263

measurements14.264

Several of the aforementioned peaks mirror the intensity de-265

pendence of the 3,000 cm−1 peak, suggesting that these may266

be C–H bending modes. Previous reports of activated car-267

bons assigned the modes near 900 cm−1 to out-of-plane C–H268

bending modes, and the peak near 1200 cm−1 to in-plane C–269

H bending modes, and we assign these modes as such in the270

present work43–47. This assignment is consistent with the fact271

that these peaks are absent in polycrystalline graphite and is272

further supported by the fact that the out-of-plane modes near273

900 cm−1 are much stronger in the k⊥

i configuration, whereas274

the in-plane modes near 1200 cm−1 are much stronger in the275

k75
i configuration. Additionally, previous work performed on276

activated carbons showed a similar triplet peak structure in277

the 800-950 cm−1 region, as observed in the k⊥

i configuration278

in the present work42,45–47. Although some work has shown279

C–C modes in this region, we suggest that the peaks from 800-280

950 cm−1 and near 1,200 cm−1 most likely reflect C–H modes281

for each of the reasons listed above? . This assignment indi-282

cates preferential hydrogen coupling to modes active in the283

800–1,800 cm−1 region, and consequently offers a plausible284

justification in the increase in D band intensity and D–G in-285

terpeak intensity observed in the Raman spectra for the lower286

strength fibers, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Interestingly, the287

flat background also varies with the C–H peak height near288

3,000 cm−1. This observation may imply that the baseline289

results from from multiple scattering events from hydrogen-290

based defects entrained in the carbon fiber.291

To quantify the behavior of each configuration, we fit the292

data in the region between 70 and 3,500 cm−1 using a con-293

stant background, a pseudo-Voigt line shape for the peak near294

100 cm−1 and Gaussian line shapes for the remaining peaks.295

The region between 115 and 175 cm−1 was excluded for the296

k75
i fitting because one of the dominant aluminum background297

peaks appears in this region, and the background subtrac-298

tion could not fully remove this artifact. A common set of299

peaks was chosen for each configuration, though the positions,300

widths, and amplitudes were allowed to vary within bounds.301

We use the fitting to establish quantitative correlations be-302

tween select modes and thermomechanical properties. Note,303

owing to the number of peaks required to obtain a satisfactory304

fit, some of the spectral parameters show prohibitively large305

uncertainties. Here, we limit the discussion to peaks that yield306

small uncertainties in their spectral parameters and that show307

clear differences between fiber types. The selected peaks are308

marked in Fig. 3 with grey dot-dashed lines and correspond to309

C–H bending and stretching modes.310

Figure 4 shows the selected peak amplitudes as a function311

of bulk modulus, tensile strength, and electrical conductiv-312

ity for both configurations. In the case of the C–H stretch313

mode near 3,000 cm−1, the peak amplitude decreases nearly314

linearly with increasing fiber modulus and fiber strength, and315

it increases linearly with increasing electrical conductivity for316

both configurations. Similar results are obtained for the con-317

stant background, which we attribute to incoherent hydrogen318

scattering. Because the k⊥

i configuration is sampling the plane319

perpendicular to the graphitic planes, the linear relationship of320

the C–H amplitude to the mechanical properties demonstrated321

in the k⊥

i data would suggest that remnant hydrogen in the322

interlayer spaces serve to suppress material strength and stiff-323

ness and facilitate higher electrical conductivity. The remain-324

ing peak amplitudes show similar qualitative changes with in-325

creasing modulus and highlight the strong hydrogen coupling326

observed in the 800–1,800 cm−1 spectral region.327

IV. CONCLUSIONS328

In summary, we have successfully used INS to measure329

the vibrational spectra from four varieties of PAN-based high330

tensile strength carbon fiber. We observe vibrational modes331

that cannot be seen with traditional optical spectroscopies332

down to 100 cm−1and show that there are distinct contribu-333

tions to the vibrational spectra between 800 and 1,800 cm−1.334

We observe hydrogen scattering in the unsized fiber leading335

us to suggest significant hydrogen entrainment in the lower336

tensile strength carbon fibers. We show direct, directionally337

dependent coupling of hydrogen in the carbon fiber matrix338

and a strong linear connection between hydrogen content and339

thermo-mechanical properties. Enhancements of modes near340

800-950 cm−1and 1,200 cm−1 are particularly pronounced for341

lower tensile strength fibers, further supporting that increased342

crystalline coherency is disfavored for strength. The D–G in-343

terband valley intensity observed in Raman scattering is illus-344

trated to be due to an increased overall density of modes that345

have preferential hydrogen coupling, which scale inversely346

with fiber strength and modulus.347

This study used thermal neutron scattering to investigate348

the vibrational properties of carbon fibers using a broad en-349

ergy range to elucidate underlying contributions to the vibra-350

tional properties of carbon fibers that have long been difficult351

to understand with Raman spectral data alone. Possible future352

work using neutrons to improve the state of understanding of353

the thermophysical properties of carbon fiber would include354

the use of cold neutrons to look at the mobility of the entrained355

hydrogen, and the dynamics of longer length scale objects in356

the carbon fiber matrix48.357
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VII. APPENDIX369

Figure 5 shows the background-subtracted neutron diffrac-370

tion spectra. Substantial structure is noted in the diffrac-371

tion pattern down to low d values. Unfortunately, the strong372

background peaks and imperfect background subtraction yield373

sharp dips and peaks that prohibit quantitative analysis of the374

diffraction patterns. Future work will improve the experimen-375

tal setup to remove and suppress the background peaks.376

As a last point, we compare the INS spectra of T700 fibers377

collected at 5 and 300 K in Fig. 6 for both configurations. Pre-378

vious reports on thermal conductivity in carbon fibers observe379

orders of magnitude of difference in the thermal conductiv-380

ity of fibers from 5 to 300 K49,50, thus we expect to see dis-381

tinctions between the 5 and 300 K spectra for the overall line382

shape of the phonon modes in the areas corresponding to the383

transverse and longitudinal modes. In addition to a broaden-384

ing of the vibrational peaks, there is a definite downward shift385

of the mode near 200 cm−1. We note that the data are pre-386

sented as χ
′′

(Q,E), thus are corrected to account for thermal387

statistics.388
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